HRSINGAPORE Community Message

Question - Admin or HR Dept's Duties? - Update 1

Dear all,
Can I ask if:
1. Should processing of name cards request under Administration department
or HR department?
2. Should arranging of receptionist duty cover under Administration
department or HR department (in consideration that all the receptionist staff is
under administration department)?
We have a separate administrative department who is handling operation
work.
T

REPLY 1
(1) Name cards are considered part of company’s document and
representation of an employee for the company. Hence we treat this quite
importantly and needs to be controlled. Hence our HR needs to verify and
handle such business cards, to ensure no error in the details designation/names/contact numbers etc.
(2) If the receptionist staff is under administration department, then rightfully
the arranging of receptionist duty should be from the direct reporting
Department. It doesn’t make sense with any other options with additional
complications & complexity.
Yamada

REPLY 2
If the Company have a separate department strictly handling all admin
operations day to day, then is fair that the duty should be under their
care. Unlike some Company HR & Admin all in the same department.
Ai Leng
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HRLAW Philippines Seminar (30 June 2016)
- Confirming Soon!

The Philippines has a strong economic performance and robust growth outlook.
The country offers unique and sustainable growth with GDP expected within
the range from 6% to 7% in 2015.
Growth areas anticipated are from manufacturing, construction and services
industries as the global economy slowly recovers. An improving business
environment, encouraging government industry incentives and highly
competitive labor resources make Philippines as an alternative Asian
investment destination. The Filipino labor pool is one of the country’s economic
advantages.
Among the Asian countries, the Philippines labor law has been regarded as one
of the ‘pro-labor’ employment acts. The dynamics and creativity of HR
professionals continues to drive and maintain the ‘industrial peace’ in the
country.
This one day seminar of HR Laws offers a wide array of course out-line focusing
in both the important features of ‘Labor Code of the Philippines” Presidential
Decree No. 442, as well as the HR and legal practices in the different
industries.
The seminar includes ‘practical tips’ and proven HR ‘in-country’ best practices
to enhance understanding and application of Philippine Labor Laws’. It will

equip HR professionals with necessary knowledge and understanding to
maintain ‘employee engagement’ and prevention of ‘labor disputes’ in the
Philippines.
The seminar will be conducted by Mr. Boyet Papasin. He is a seasoned HR
professional with extensive experience in the HR application of Philippine Labor
laws.
For details, please click on: http://hrsingapore.org/hrlawphilippines/
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